Finding the Light Switches
To get directly to the point of The CONSCIOUS LIGHT TRILOGY: What are the light
switches? Where do we find them? To answer the last question first: our personal
consciousness owns the electricity needed to light the common way. What and
where are “the switches”? The switches are communication, consciousness and
conscience, what are the intentional processes of self-reflective consciousness and
conscionable living.
Advances in science in the last 20 years have made ownership of e-consciousness
(evolutionary consciousness) more possible than ever before. What is the specific power
we own personally that lights the way for ourselves and others? The power we own is
the example of trust, of living trustworthy lives: the example of trust is the electricity
of Conscious Light.
Example is powerful when it radiates trust. Personal integrity is measured by tustworthiness, the condition of purposeful interpersonal relationships. Human history exposes
the reality that we have grown up in a world that is steeped in cultural habits of distrust.
Commercialism is shameless in its exaggerations and calculated deception. Corporate
capitalism exploits trust by means of intentional deception; in so doing it seeds its own
self-destruction for inflation based on lies cannot forever go unexposed, and when it is
exposed implosion, deflation and depression result.
The global exploitation of nature capitalized on purposes of corporate profiteering is now
experiencing deflation and implosion. The culture of distrust that grounds and frustrates
the electric power of trust is personally, socially, economically and religiously depressive.
The trauma of deficits caused by cultural habits of distrust is deep and pervasive.
Healing, and rising above cultural trauma, is only possible by personal commitment to be
trustworthy in all things, which means: BEING AS SOLICITOUS FOR OTHERS AS WE ARE
FOR OURSELVES. We all have equal rights and obligations in the Natural Order of
Sacrament, what is the “sacred remembrance” of personal life in the common iterations
of life’s signal events. The books of the Conscious Light Trilogy are “how-to” studies of
coming to live The Possible Journey authentically.
THE POSSIBLE JOURNEY details “17 trust issues” for personal and group consideration.
WHAT SELF-DONATION IS gives us to understand that the liturgical celebration of the

ritual Sacraments of Eucharist is a re-presentation (celebration of memory) of the reality
that humankind experiences in the repeat events of organic relationships — what is
“Eucharist”, the place and process of life’s repeat events: birth, growth, community and
death. Death and birth we learn are the beginning:ending/ ending:beginning reciprocals
of the God-ordered Sacrament of transformation — e-volution. GREEN RELIGION puts us
in the necessary flow of organic life, and it attends to the intentional role we play inside
the cultural spectrum. In intentional living we authenticate life by personal altruism, or
we diminish life by obsessing in “ownership” and exploitation of Earth’s ecozoic gifts.

